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Abstract
In this paper we report the measurements
of the damping rates for the momentum spread
of a proton beam by means of electron
cooling’
recently,
a systematic
invesat NAP-M. Until
tigation
of cooling
of betatron
oscillations
was carried
out’ y3; but, in the longitudinal
it had been possible
to measure onl)
plane,
the behavior
of the longitudinal
drag force 5,.
But obviously
a direct
observation
of the momentum cooling rate X,, would be more signifiWe measured the momentum cooling
rate
cant.
spread
A,, versus : (a) proton beam longitudinal
B,,~, (b) electron
beam Larmor velocity
spread
8L, (c) electron
beam transverse
velocity
beam longitudinal
spread 0,, , and (d) electron
rate,’
spread 0,,e. Also we measured the cooling
after
sweeping the electron
beam through the
proton beam spread, and compared the result
with those obtained with the standard technique
All measurements
to observe any improvement,
have been made at an energy of 65 Mel’ and with
a typical
electron
beam density
of 0.38 A/cm2.
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classical
radius = 2.82x
where re - electron
10-lScm
n - volume density
of electrons
=
mass at rest, c 2x10scmC3, m - electron
n - fraction
of accelerator
light
velocity,
taken by cooling region = 2%) B,v - usual
relativistic
parameters.
During our experi merit the transverse
spreads were negligible
and B,,smaller
than eL (-4~10~~))
so that one
could write

Rates
_--

At NAP-M the proton beam momentum spread
is very small, around 10m5, either
with or
without
electron
cooling;
therefore
it is
practically
impossible
to observe directly
the
momentum cooling
of such a beam, One has to
devise a way to widen the spread to the range
1o-4-1o-s
t o make the cooling
observable.
The
enlargement
can be easily
detected by mcasuring directly
the beam size with the magnesium
A fast way to estimate
the momentum
jets,
spread enlargement
is to measure the reduction
of the peak signal
from the jet and assume it
is directly
proportional
to the enlargement
of the distribution,
We found two realiable
In the
methods to enlarge the beam spread,
first
we simply fastly
turn on the RF voltage
over a period of time which corresponds
to
about a quarter
of the phase oscillationperiod,
The beam has a tendency to bunch initially
and
then debunches again under the effect
of the
This method works for small spreads,
cooling.
For larger
spreads we used
up to 0.2x10-3.
A pair of clearing
electhe second method.
trodes,
which cover the entire
cooling
region
and that are used to control
the neutralization
of the beam, are both set to a voltage
ranging
create a longifrom zero to 100 V. This will
tudinal
field
at both ends which has the effect to change the energy of the electron
beam
but not that of the proton beam, The amount
of the energy separation
is measured againwith
One waits several
seconds
the magnesium jet.
to allow the proton beam to adjust its velocity to that of the electron
beam. Then the
voltage
is suddenly turned off, the electron

t Institute

beam acquires
its original
energy and the proton beam will begin to move to readjust
its
energy again.
The time ?,, required
for this
is plotted
versus f&/in Figure 1. The dependence is quadratic
and in agreement with the
empirical
formula for the longitudinal
drag
form
force4 in relativistic

7,=- 4(al 2) 2fQ*--2to,,2

(2)

4

the drag force I:,, depends on the
Actually,
difference
between the proton and the alrcrage
electron
velocities
0, = 8//p - e,,e.
Also,
quite generally,
B,,e depends on the proton position
x inside the electron
beam: therefore
it is convenient
to express explicitely
the
velodependence of F,, on the local electron
that is
city,
A

F =.
N

-m-e

~a,z)2t~~+i$~l_R’i’

d%e
vs ax

,

(2a)

jz

where Ro$ = 6 m is the dispersion
function
and
The variation
of
vs the reference
velocity,
the longitudinal
electron
velocity
dv,,e/dx depends on the space charge potential
well,
on
the amount of neutralization
and other factors,
and it can be determined
experimentally,
for
by measuring the radial
displacement
instance,
of the proton beam versus a change of the elecOne can write
tron velocity,
Ax = Ro$ +

Av
= R,$~“(-$
S

dV// e
ax)

- $
s

from which

velocity
change, The
where Av is the electron
cooling
?ime can be calculated
from this according to
T,, = -P, Po&

(3)

where ps is the nominal value of the proton
curve in Fig. 1 is
momentum. The continuous
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talc ulated according
to (2) and (3),
There
good agreement if M. = 0,4x10w3 and 6L = 4x10.
whit h are the expected values according
to
previous
observations,
4
Dependence of Momentum Cooling
Rate With Other Beam Parameters
---.Once we learned to measure momentum cooling rates with the technique
of energy separation
we explained
above, we initiated
to
explore
the dependence of X,, on such other
parameters
as OL, 0, , and O,,eI These were
varied with the usua f techniques’.
The results
are shown in Figs, 2, 3 and 4. The cant inuous
curves are calculated
by combining
(1) and (3)
with a proper choice of the remaining
parameters.
One can see there is good agreement
with the previous
measurement of the longitudinal frictional
force,”
This would then
lead to the following
empirical
formula for
the momentum cooling
rate
?

/

= 5,107 0,,J3.10-*+f3je+6$

I

J 1,6~1O-~+A8~

Intensity
Dependence of the Proton
Beam Momentum Spread-One concern in cooling
intense charged
beams is the effect,
coherent and incoherent
of the space charge forces on the beam dimen!
sions in the phase space,
RecentlyI,
the debunching time of a proton beam with a gap was
measured versus the beam intensity,
with and
without
electron
cooling,
At that time,
nevertheless,
the cooling
time was not known,
and a direct
comparison of the debunching time
to the cooling
time was not then possible,
This comparison is important5
to estimate
the
relation
of the beam momentum spread to the
debunching time in presence of electron
coolWe repeated the measurements of the time
ing.
required
to debunch using the method of knocking out a fraction
(-10%) of the beam, because
now we felt we had the other term of comparison; the momentum cooling
rate,
First we observed the debunching of a proton beam without
cooling.
The intensity
was varied up to -4OnA,
and the beam was a few millimeters
wide.
We
did not observe any variation
of the debunching time T, which was constant
around 15 msec,
Without cooling,
the formula that should be
used to estimate
the momentum spread is the
following
=

I+-+[
Y

w

if

Yt

where w = 21rx 2.2 MHz in the angular revolution frequency,
and yt is related
to the transition
energy of the NAP-M lattice.
From
Eq. (5) one-derives
then Ap/p = 4x10b5(rms),
The fact that the momentum spread does not
change with the beam intensity
is an indication that,
for currents
up to 40 uA, there are
no significant
coherent space charge effects,
3480

In this
beiween
;c

time

situation,
debunching

From the lower part
in Fig. 1 we have

>> momentum cooling

time,

it seems that the relation
rate T-’ and beam spread

of the continuous

curve

71
A,, N (160 $)

seconds

(4)

The fitting
parameter c1 is about 4x10V4,
namely the same than the similar
one in previous determinations
and therefore,
probably,
of the same origin,

T-1

debunching

therefore
the debunching rate increases
the cube power of Ap/p, or conversely

1

R $ dv,,e ’
- 1 pse//
+ (l-0
bt =yjJq- J (a/Z) 2+e2
v s ax)
$I2
Le

The results
of the measurements of the debunching rate versus intensity,
in the presence of
electron
cooling,
are shown in Fig. 5. They
confirm previous
observations’
in similar
conditions,
Since we expect the equilibrium
momentum spread to be quite small, around 10q5,
by inspecting
the two curves in Figs. 1 and 5,
we can now definitely
state that:

$-

(b earn intensity)

l/3 ,

with

(7)

The dependence (7) can hardly be explained
with some sort of longitudinal
coherent instability.
Moreover,
this should not depend
appreciably
on the transverse
dimensions of
the beam, and we have seen before that,
for
about the same spread, there were no instabilities
in the case without
electron
cooling,
But if one assumes (5) and therefore
a linear
dependence of the spread with the current
one
could find a reasonable
explanation
because
of the very small value of the snread.
In
this case, nevertheless,
the intra -beam
scattering
seems to be a better
explanation.6
Enhancement of the blomentum. Cool ing
wit63TG-%%~Z~-TGThn1que
-~---.
Small damping rates are expected to cool
beams with initial
large momentum spreads,
In
this situation
it is necessary to sweep the
electron
beam energy through the proton beam
distribution’,
It has been possible
to simulate these conditions
at NAP-M, by separating
the velocities
of the two beams with the same
technique
we explained
above,
The difference
now is that the voltage was turned off, after
the usual few seconds of application,
not
suddenly,
but over a period of time t.
We
could vary this time t and measure the time
required
for the proton beam to adjust its
velocity
to that of the electron
beam, For
sudden change of the clearing
electrode
voltage,
the proton velocity
would shift
toward
the electron
velocity
in a time which is just
the momentum cooling
time.
When the voltage
is changed slowly the electron
velocity
would
also change slowly,
and the proton beam would
adiabatically
adjust its velocity
accordingly.
In carrying
out our experiment
we found that
the beam position
(momentum) was sensitive
to
the charge neutralization
in the cooling region, activated
by the clearing
electrodes
themselves,
We had then to apply also a
voltage
difference
between the two plates to
sweep the ions away, The results
of our
measurements,
with this adjustment,
are
shown in Fig. 6 for two different
initial
momentum deviations
(Ap/p),
The optimum

cooling
rate and the required
speed of change
of the electron
velocity
depend on the other
It is obvious that, for
spreads involved.
it is required
to have a reasonably
instance,
small transverse
emittance
of both beams for
An exact calculation
a significant
effect,
can be easily performed by integrating
Eq. (3)
combined to (1) and letting
explicitely
the
electron
velocity
to vary with time,
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